**Tech's Millers Upset Crimson And Big Reds**

**Serric Brokes Tech's 1000-Yard Record Of 37 By 2.4 Seconds**

Tech triumphed in a hard-fought battle with Crimson and Big Reds in the 1000-yard race, taking first place in 37.0 seconds. The Tech team was made up of John Serrie, Alex Serric, and Chapman. Ingram was leading before he passed the baton and this Tech runner held it throughout the race, coming in fifth yards ahead of the Crimson.

In the 3200-yard race, John Serrie explored the 1000-yard championship at the Yale-Columbia during the Harvard-MIT meet. In doing so, he broke the record held at the "T".

In the I.C.A.A.A., Serrie qualified for the final heat by running a 213.4 establishing a new 1000-yard record for the Institute. The record was established by R.G. White in 1897 and was 220.8. Serrie took fourth place in the final. The most successful season to date.

**Lacrosse Players Meet Coach Martin**

The candidates for the lacrosse team met last Wednesday in Linchfield Lounge to hear Coach Ben Martin outline plans for the upcoming season. Coach Martin, through a coach to Tech, is to no means a stranger to lacrosse fans. He was the captain of the college player for all over this territory, and surely could be considered the national champion. The tournament went smoothly with the usual troubles serving plenty of ability. In fact, it was surprising to find an hour and a half consumed in the removal of a personal event that the caliber of play was right up to previous standards. Perhaps the predictions that college athletics in general would not be up to pre-war level for some time may yet prove to be over pessimistic.

The disappointment for M.I.T. fans when Roger Sonnabend an Exeter graduate, Tech's squash-squad, did not reach the finals. He was eliminated at that point. Pierce Joffre Jr., who is a fixture, after enjoying its fifth game to Annex the championship.

Shively went on to defeat Blair in the semi-finals that afternoon. Yale, a former Exeter teammate of his bolt in that contest, however, straight games. He must have shot rallied to knot the count at two games to one and was at set point when Blair was leading them by two. Pierce lost out to Blair of Princeton to together the top contenders from local point of view, were a grand pionships held at the end of last season.

Fans came when Roger Sonnabend to be over pessimistic.